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About this document 

Terminology 

! 
Throughout this document we’ll use: 

● TAE40116 to refer to TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training and 
Assessment 

● RPL to refer to the recognition of prior learning assessment process 

 

About this document 

 

 

What to do 

1. Read this document 

2. Read the two documents that make up the RPL assessment kit 

3. Administer RPL assessments following information and instructions given in all 
three (3) documents that make up this RPL kit 

4. Contact Blackwater Projects if you have any questions. 

Warm Regards, 

 

Chemène Sinson 
Blackwater Projects 

How to contact us 

 Phone +61 409 910 002 @ Email info@blackwaterprojects.com.au 

  

Chemène 

This document is for TAE40116 RPL assessors 
and RTO assessment administration staff 

It explains how to use the Blackwater Projects RPL assessment kit 
that covers TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment 
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Introduction to this RPL kit 

Documents that make up this RPL kit 

The TAE40116 RPL kit includes this ‘Instructions’ document, plus: 

 

 

1.  RPL Information for prospective candidates 

This handout is for people considering enrolling in RPL.  Distribute it before potential 
candidates enrol.  It contains: 

● a list of the units of competency that contribute to TAE40116 

● information about how RPL assessments work 

● an example of a portfolio for one unit (TAEDEL301)—so candidates can see how 
they would be asked to present your portfolio of evidence 

● a self-assessment questionnaire that will help potential candidates decide whether 
or not to proceed with RPL. 
 

2.  Application Template 

How people use the Application Template: 

● Candidates 
The Application Template lists the evidence required for each TAE40116 unit.  The 
candidate compiles the evidence listed and submits to the RTO. 

● Assessors 
Assessors use the Application Template to document the quality of the evidence 
received and the assessment result for each unit applied for. 

● RTO 
The RTO uses the Application Template as a record of the RPL assessment 
process and results. 

  

Two (2) documents for RPL candidates: 

1. RPL Information for prospective candidates 

2. RPL Application Template 
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How we have set up this RPL kit 

 

If you are familiar with the RPL kits we produced for TAE40110, you’ll notice a change 
with this kit: 

 In our TAE40110 RPL kits we used a holistic RPL approach 

The benefit of this approach was that we could streamline the assessment process 
by removing duplicated assessment requirements between units. This approach 
streamlined the RPL requirements for candidates seeking RPL in all the TAE40110 
units, but it was hard to isolate individual units for those candidates seeking RPL in 
selected TAE40110 units, only. 

 In our TAE40116 RPL kit we used a unit-by-unit approach 

Our TAE40116 product makes it far easier to isolate individual TAE40116 units for 
RPL assessment—your RTO may even want to separate this RPL Application 
Template into application templates for individual units or clusters of units.  
Feedback from our TAE40110 clients suggests that the benefits of the ability to 
isolate individual units for RPL outweigh the disadvantages of the increased 
duplication that unit-by-unit assessment necessitates. 

Encourage candidates seeking RPL for multiple TAE40116 units to submit each 
item of required evidence once only.  If a particular evidence requirement is 
duplicated in more than one TAE40116 unit, candidates may refer the assessor to 
a single item of evidence. 

 

TIP 
Before reading more of this ‘instructions’ document, read the two other 
documents that make up this RPL kit.  This will help you understand the 
instructions that follow. 

 

  

Our TAE40116 RPL kit is set up for unit-by-unit assessment 
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How to administer TAE40116 RPL 
assessments using this RPL kit 

The table below describes in detail the RPL assessment process and identifies the 
person responsible at each step of the process. 
 

Before 
enrolment in 
RPL 

1. Expression of interest 
A potential RPL candidate contacts the RTO to express an interest in obtaining 
TAE40116 (or selected units) via RPL. 

2. Determine suitability for RPL assessment 
A RTO representative: 

● discusses with the candidate, their experience in training and assessment, 
and helps the candidate identify if RPL assessment may be a good option, 
and/or 

● sends the RPL Information for Prospective Candidates document to the 
candidate. 

The RTO must provide this document in pdf or hard copy format – Word 
version is not permitted under the terms of your licence 

3. Decision to enrol in RPL (or not) 
Candidate—with help from an RTO representative as needed—reads the RPL 
Information for Prospective Candidates document and decides whether or not 
to proceed with RPL assessment. 

4. Candidate formally enrols in RPL assessment. 

Upon 
enrolment in 
RPL  

5. RTO sends the candidate the RPL Application Template 

The RTO must provide this document in Word (editable) format – the 
candidate will complete relevant sections as they compile their portfolio 

6. Candidate compiles portfolio 
The candidate receives the soft copy of the RPL Application Template and uses 
it to compile their portfolio of evidence.  The candidate follows instructions in the 
RPL Application Template. 

7. Candidate submits their RPL portfolio to the RTO, following the RTO’s 
submission processes.  Options include: 

● Electronic submission—candidate compiles all evidence into a Zip folder or 
equivalent and submits via the RTO’s normal processes for electronic 
submissions 

● Hard copy submission—candidate prints hard copies of the completed 
Application template and all supporting evidence, and arranges these in a 
ring binder or equivalent.  In this case, we recommend that the candidate 
places a table of contents at the front of the portfolio. 

The candidate must submit the completed RPL Application Template in 
Word (editable) format. The assessor will add comments and assessment 
results to the Application Template.   
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Review and 
judge the 
evidence 

 

8. Assessor checks portfolio presentation 
The assessor has a quick look through the candidate’s portfolio to confirm that: 

 the candidate has completed and signed the Assessment Cover Sheet 

 the portfolio is well-organised. 

The assessor may return a poorly-organised portfolio to the candidate for 
improvement before proceeding. 

9. Assessor reviews the evidence 
The assessor reviews the evidence and notes the quality of evidence provided 
for each unit. Assessors use the marking scale described in the RPL 
Information for Prospective Candidates document. 

Optional:  Depending on the circumstances of the RPL assessment, the RPL 
assessor may do any or all of the following: 

● Contact the candidate to organise a ‘competency conversation’—i.e. a RPL 
assessment interview (in this case, the RPL assessor may choose to gather 
some of the required knowledge evidence, verbally; the RPL assessor must 
produce a transcript of verbal evidence provided) 

● Contact one or more of the third party referees the candidate names in their 
portfolio—the RPL assessor should only do this if they have questions 
about the evidence the candidate has submitted and feels that the referee 
can clarify 

● Contact the candidate and ask them for more evidence. 

10. Assessor makes assessment decision 
The assessor makes a decision of competence for each unit applied for. 

Record and 
report 

11. Assessor records the assessment decision 
The assessor makes a decision of competence for each unit, and documents the 
decision in the RPL Application template: 

● where indicated for each unit  

● on the Assessment Results page. 

Important notes: 

● The assessor should prepare a detailed written report with feedback on the 
quality of evidence provided. 

● If the assessor assigns a ‘Not Yet Competent’ result for any units, they must 
include in their comments, a clear action plan listing additional evidence 
required, plus other suggestions as needed, to attain a competent result on 
the next attempt. 

12. Assessor shares the assessment decision with the candidate. 

13. Assessor submits results to the RTO 
The assessor submits the completed RPL Application Template with 
documented assessment results to the RTO.  This is the record of assessment 
to be retained by the RTO. 
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Marking guidelines for TAE40116 
RPL assessors 

First things first… make sure you’re qualified 

The table below lists the assessor requirements for each TAE40116 unit.  Use this 
information to ensure you (or your RTO’s TAE40116 assessors) meet the qualification 
requirements. 

Table: TAE40116 Assessor requirements 

Unit Assessor requirements 

TAE40116 core units  

● TAEDES401 Design and develop learning programs 

● TAEDES402 Use training packages and accredited 
courses to meet client needs 

● TAEDEL401 Plan, organise and deliver group-based 
learning 

● TAEDEL402 Plan, organise and facilitate learning in the 
workplace 

● TAEASS401 Plan assessment activities and processes 

● TAEASS402 Assess competence 

● TAEASS403 Participate in assessment validation 

● TAEASS502 Design and develop assessment tools 

Assessors of this unit must hold the 
TAE50116 Diploma of Vocational 
Education and Training or the 
TAE50111 Diploma of Vocational 
Education and Training or be able to 
demonstrate equivalence of 
competencies 

● TAELLN411 Address adult language, literacy and 
numeracy skills 

Assessors must satisfy NVR/AQTF 
assessor requirements. 

TAE40116 elective units  

● BSBCMM401 Make a presentation Assessors must satisfy NVR/AQTF 
assessor requirements. 

● TAEDEL301 Provide work skill instruction 

● TAEDEL404 Mentor in the workplace 

Assessors must satisfy the 
requirements for assessors in 
applicable vocational education and 
training legislation, frameworks and/or 
standards 
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Marking guidelines for RPL assessors 

Support the candidate throughout all stages of RPL 

Ideally, the RTO should introduce you to the candidate as soon as the candidate 
expresses an interest in seeking RPL.  This way, you can help the candidate: 

● decide whether or not to proceed with RPL, and 

● support and guide the candidate as they compile their RPL portfolio. 
 

Be flexible and maintain integrity 

Approach each RPL assessment on a case-by-case basis.  Suitable evidence will vary 
from candidate to candidate. 

Use your discretion when deciding exactly what evidence, and how much of it, the 
candidate must provide to demonstrate competence in the units applied for. 
 

Refer to the TAE40116 units 

Do not rely solely on information in this RPL kit to get the background information you 
need to judge the suitability of the evidence that candidates provide. If in doubt, refer 
directly to the TAE40116 units and their assessment requirements. 

Access them from this link: http://training.gov.au/Training/Details/TAE40116 (accessed 
24.10.2016). 
 

Use the Rules of Evidence 

When reviewing evidence, apply the Rules of Evidence to decide whether or not the 
evidence submitted collectively meets requirements for competence.  As a refresher, 
the Rules of Evidence state that evidence must be: 

● Valid—it relates to the unit assessed and demonstrates the candidate’s ability to 
perform as expected in realistic workplace conditions 

● Sufficient—the evidence collectively covers the entire unit and its assessment 
requirements, and demonstrates the candidate’s ability to perform the work activity 
described in the unit consistently, over time 

● Current—is a recent example of work that demonstrates the candidate’s ability to 
perform the work activity, ‘today’ 

● Authentic—is verifiable as being the candidate’s own work. 
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Marking scale 

When marking assessments, assign the following marks: 

When noting results for… TAE assessors should assign… 

Individual evidence items—
e.g. 

● response to a question 

● one item of evidence 
submitted 

… one of the following: 

● S—Satisfactory 
means that this evidence item is valid, current and authentic 
(see the previous page for more information) 

● NYS—Not yet Satisfactory 
Means that: 

– the evidence is not of a ‘satisfactory’ standard, or 

– the required evidence was not submitted. 

a unit—e.g. 

● TAEDES401 Design and 
develop learning programs 

… one of the following: 

● C—Competent 
Means that: 

– sufficient evidence is submitted to cover the entire unit and 
its assessment requirements 

– the evidence submitted is valid, current and authentic 

● NYC—Not yet Competent 
Means that: 

– a NYS result was issued for one or more items of 
evidence required for the unit, or 

– one or more items of required evidence was not 
submitted. 

 

Ultimately… 
When deciding on whether or not to assign a competent result, 
ask yourself: 

 
Has the candidate shown that they can work independently as a workplace 
trainer and assessor in a vocational education and training context, and 
meet both workplace expectations and TAE40116 unit requirements?  

 

How to use the Application Template 

See information starting on the next page. 
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How to use the RPL Application 
Template 

 

 

In all the examples that follow: 

 Blue font shows sections that the candidate fills in 

 Purple font shows sections that the assessor fills in. 

 

The pages that follow show examples of how RPL assessors use the RPL 
Application Template to provide feedback and document results 
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Assessment Cover Sheet 

 

  

The candidate should 
provide this information 
before submitting their 
portfolio 

The assessor should 
note their name and 
date received when they 
first receive the portfolio 

Upon conclusion of the assessment, the assessor should note the date completed 
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Assessment Results page 

First assessment attempt 

Here is an example of how an assessor may complete the Assessment Results page 
following the candidate’s first attempt at RPL.  In this example, there is one NYC result: 

 

 

 

Continued over… 
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Second assessment attempt 

Follows example from the previous page 

The candidate will likely submit the additional evidence needed to meet competency 
requirements for the unit in which they attained a NYC result.  We suggest that the 
assessor adds to the report they first created. This way, once complete, the Application 
Template will form a complete record of the assessment from start to finish. 

Here’s an example: 

 

  

Note changed 
result and 
assessment date 

Note date 
change 

Will also need to note the revised completion date on the Assessment Cover Sheet 

Note added 
comments 
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Comments and results throughout the rest of 
the RPL application template 

While reviewing the RPL candidate’s portfolio of evidence: 

● make comments where appropriate—we have created a built-in document style 
called, Assessor Comment.  You have the option of using this style to make 
comments about the candidate’s work throughout the portfolio. 

● note the quality of each type of evidence provided as satisfactory or not yet 
satisfactory 

● note the result for the unit and type feedback with general comments where 
indicated. 

 

Example: 

 

  

The assessor has noted that the result for 
this item is ‘S’ for Satisfactory 

Assessor comments are made using this green font 

Created by using the assessor comment style   circled above 
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Sample portfolio (with assessor comments) 

TAEDEL301 Provide work skill instruction 
Below is an example of how an RPL assessor has given detailed comments about the 
evidence submitted for a unit, then documented the RPL results for that unit.  This 
example also shows you the format of the Application Template for each unit. 
 

Introduction 

 
 

Evidence you could submit for this unit includes but is not limited to: 

● Session plans or learning plans that you followed, or personal notes you prepared 
for each session 

● Copies of procedures or equivalent that you instructed or demonstrated 

● Examples of emails and other correspondence showing how you organised, 
conducted, or reviewed sessions conducted  

● Recording (video or audio) or live demonstration of you providing work skill 
instruction 

● Documented feedback from learner/s 

● Performance review or other document that shows feedback on your performance 

 

TAEDEL301—Recent work activities relevant to this unit 
Summarise your work experience relevant to this unit—emphasise experience in the 
past 5 years 

I work in a child care centre that caters to infants from 6 months old, to school age.  I am a 
senior carer in the 3-5 age group room. About six months ago, I started helping new staff with 
their induction training.  The Centre Director holds her Certificate IV in Training and 
Assessment, and she has helped me build my skills in providing work skill instruction.  I teach 
about 1 session every 2 weeks, or as needed. I teach a mix of administrative skills (e.g. filling 
in forms and time sheets), and practical skills (e.g. how to make playdough for a craft activity). 

Thanks for this! 

 

  

Summary of evidence requirements for this unit 
You must submit evidence of having recently 

provided work skill instruction to different individuals or small groups 
on at least 3 different occasions 

These notes in green, italic font are made using the Assessor Comment style, which 
we have built into all assessment documents.  We suggest that you use this style to 

make comments throughout the candidate’s portfolio, as desired. 

See more examples of Assessor Comments throughout the next 2 pages. 
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TAEDEL301—Recent example 

Identify one recent situation when you provided work skill instruction to an individual or 
a small group.  Based on this example, describe how you did the following (submit 
supporting evidence where appropriate): 

1 Organised the 
training (the 
instruction and 
demonstration) 

Last month, I helped to induct two new employees.  They needed 
to learn how to report incidents that occur in the centre. 
We scheduled 30 minutes at the end of the day for the training.  At 
this time some children have gone home, so we can take some 
staff ‘offline’ to do training and still maintain our carer-to-child ratio.  
←Good point; important to ensure that work skill instruction 
doesn’t compromise work routines.  See: 
● Attachment 03 – Incident Reporting Procedure for a copy 

of the work process I trained. 
● Attachment 04 – Incident Report Form.  I taught them how 

to fill in this form. 
● Attachment 05 – Scan of personal notes I made in 

preparation for the session. I didn’t use a formal session plan. 

2 Conducted the 
training (the 
instruction and 
demonstration) 

I started by asking them questions about what they already knew 
about reporting incidents in a child care environment.  I learned 
that this is the first child care role for both of them.  So I started 
from the beginning: we discussed what events constituted an 
incident, then went through the basic procedure for responding to 
incidents and reporting them afterwards.←Great idea to start at the 
beginning: if we move straight into the particular work skill, learners 
may not understand its context, such as when or where to perform 
the work skill. 
I presented three scenarios for discussion. See Attachment 06 – 
Scenario handout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remainder of this sample portfolio removed from this example 

end of example 

end of document 


